Never feel
cold again!

HEATED CLOTHING

POWERED BY RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES

collection 2019-2020

30seven® keeps you warm
DURING ALL YOUR ADVENTURES

Meet the first complete solution for staying warm wherever you want to go.
30seven® offers a wide range of heated clothing that lets you take control of your
temperature in just about any situation. 30seven® is powered by the patented
Novaheat® technology that has been used for many years in automotive seat
heating. This technology has been specially adapted by 30seven® for electrical
heated clothing. The Novaheat® technology contains ultra-fine high-tech heating
wires to keep your body warm throughout the day.
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HEATED
GLOVES
Wrap your hands in warmth
for up to 7 hours

3 HOT
SPOTS

fingertips, fingers
& back of the hand

HEATED GLOVES
EXTRA WARM WATERPROOF

HEATED MITTENS
EXTRA WARM
WATERPROOF

Sizes 6 (2XS) - 11 (XL) // Art. 050.264 - 269

Sizes 6 (2XS) - 11 (XL)
Art. 050.279 - 284

These extra warm 30seven® heated
gloves offer the perfect solution for
people who suffer from cold hands.
The integrated Novaheat® technology
will instantly give you warm hands and
fingers! The gloves are also waterproof,
wind resistant and have an adjustable
Velcro strap plus elastic wrist closure to
retain the warmth. A 3-layer Hipora®
membrane prevents water from coming
in while letting moisture out. Additional
reinforcement with high-quality leather
in important areas, on top and bottom of
the glove, gives you extra protection and
prevents grazes and cuts. Furthermore it
is possible to use your smartphone with
these gloves thanks to the integrated
index touchscreen finger.

ergonomic fit and
pre-curved fingers
ergonomic fit

reinforced with
high-quality leather
reinforced between
thumb & index

3 heating levels
adjustable
Velcro® strap
elastic wrist
closure
battery pocket
in the cuff

double cuff
for additional
insulation

inner glove with
separate fingers for
extra warmth & comfort
reinforced
with highquality
leather

elastic wrist
closure

battery pocket in
the cuff

wrist leash

adjustable
Velcro® strap
3 heating
levels
double cuff
for additional
insulation

wrist leash
2 layers of insulation

2 layers of insulation
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waterproof membrane

waterproof membrane
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HEATED GLOVES
GRIP WATERPROOF

HEATED GLOVES
REGULAR WATERPROOF

Sizes 6 (2XS) - 12 (2XL)
Art. 050.325 - 330 + 373

Sizes 7 (XS) - 11 (XL) // Art. 050.211 - 215

Never have cold hands again by wearing
these heated waterproof gloves! Warm
hands and fingers are guaranteed by the
integrated Novaheat® heating element,
wind-blocking materials and Thinsulate®
insulation. The ergonomic fit, pre-curved
fingers and adjustable Velcro strap make
these gloves very pleasant to wear.
Integrated Hipora® fabric does not let
water in, but allows air flow. The design
of the glove is optimized by adding shockabsorbing padding and reinforcement
between thumb and index. Use the
button on the glove to set your preferred
temperature for the back of your hand,
your fingers and your fingertips.

ergonomic
fit and
pre-curved
fingers

touchscreen
compatible

shockabsorbing
grip padding

ergonomic fit and
pre-curved fingers
shockabsorbing
padding

durable outer material

grip control
reinforced
between
thumb and
index

3 heating levels

reinforced
between thumb
and index
adjustable
Velcro® strap

elastic wrist
closure

elastic wrist
closure

battery pocket
in the cuff

battery pocket in
the cuff

reflective
strips

adjustable
Velcro® strap
3 heating
levels

breathable
soft lining

2 layers of insulation
waterproof membrane
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2 layers of insulation

waterproof membrane
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HEATED GLOVES
COMFORT STRETCH WATERPROOF

HEATED
LINER GLOVES

Sizes 6 (2XS) - 12 (2XL) // Art. 050.360 - 366

Sizes 7 (XS) - 11 (XL)
Art. 050.368 - 372

Our thinnest outer glove combines
comfort with warmth and functionality.
The ergonomic gloves allow great mobility
thanks to the highly elastic fabric and
form fitting design. The integrated
Novaheat® technology with powerful
heating elements provides warm hands
for up to 7 hours. To generate even more
warmth we added Thinsulate® insulation,
an elastic wrist enclosure and a Hipora®
membrane that keeps your hands dry at all
times. Anti-slip material on the palms for
improved grip and a touchscreen fingertip
make these gloves perfect for everyday
use.

touchscreen
compatible

touchscreen compatible

thin and
highly
stretchable
fabric

comfortable
stretch fabric

anti-slip
material
on palm

reflective strip
ergonomic fit
elastic wrist
closure

ergonomic fit

battery pocket
in the cuff

2 layers of insulation
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3 heating
levels

breathable
soft lining

battery pocket
in the cuff

comfortable
and pleasant
to wear

3 heating
levels

fits perfectly underneath
outer gloves but can also
be worn as outer glove

waterproof membrane
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HEATED GLOVES
LEATHER REINFORCED
WATERPROOF

HEATED GLOVES
CONVERTIBLE FINGER WATERPROOF
Sizes 7 (XS) - 11 (XL) // Art. 050.331 - 335

Sizes 7 (XS) - 11 (XL)
Art. 050.354 - 358

pre-curved fingers

touchscreen
compatible

shockabsorbing
padding

reinforced
with highquality leather

These waterproof gloves with grip control
and convertible fingertip at index finger
are ideal for activities that need precise
control. The breathable fleece lining and
Thinsulate® insulation on the inside, in
combination with the Novaheat® heating
system, will keep your hands perfectly
warm with complete functionality.
The Novaheat® heating element with
rechargeable lithium-ion battery can be
adjusted to the desired temperature by
choosing from three heating levels. The
gloves also feature reinforced padding,
an elastic wrist enclosure, the Hipora®
waterproof membrane and an ergonomic
fit.

knuckle protection

touchscreen
compatible
convertible
finger for
precise control

reinforced
padding

grip
control

ergonomic fit
3 heating levels

reflective strip
2 adjustable
Velcro® straps

elastic wrist
closure

battery pocket
in the cuff

3 heating
levels

battery pocket
in the cuff
breathable
soft lining
2 layers of insulation
waterproof membrane
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2 layers of insulation

waterproof membrane
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HEATED GLOVES
HEAVY DUTY REINFORCED
Sizes 7 (XS) - 12 (2XL) // Art. 050.348 - 353

Working outside in the cold can cause
stiffness in your hands and fingers.
Thanks to these heated gloves, you keep
your precision and you can work safe in
all weather conditions. On top of that,
the Hipora® waterproof membrane keeps
your hands dry. This glove is reinforced
with extra durable and cut-resistant
material to keep your hands free from
injuries. The nappa/velours leather gives
you the grip you need to work with tools.
There is no extra insulation provided in
the gloves, so they are thin and flexible.
However, there is a soft wool lining which
makes them very pleasant to wear!

ergonomic fit and
pre-curved fingers

developped for
professionals

reinforced with
nappa / velours
leather

extra durable,
cut-resistant
& anti-slip
material

elastic wrist
closure

dirt-repellent
cuff
3 heating
levels

battery pocket
in the cuff
soft wool
lining

waterproof membrane
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HEATED
BASE
LAYERS

Fit perfectly underneath every
jacket for 10 hours of heat

4 HOT
SPOTS
shoulders,
neck, kidneys
& lower back

HEATED BASE LAYER
REGULAR FIT
Khaki Sizes XS - 3XL
Art. 050.290 - 295 + 307
Black Sizes XS - 2XL
Art. 050.205 - 210 + 242

The heated mesh base layer
with
rechargeable
lithium
batteries keeps your upper
body warm. The sleeveless base
layer with collar is made from
a breathable fabric. It consists
of a moisture-wicking mesh
to draw moisture away from
the body. Two zipper pockets
provide space for a small
and practical battery holder
and enable you to keep your
belongings handy. 30seven® is
the only heating clothing brand
that allows you to remove the
integrated heating element.
This way you can use the same
heating element for our other
base layers and jackets. Both
the base layer and heating
element can be washed.

HEATED BASE LAYER
SLIM FIT
Sizes XS - XL // Art. 050.200 - 204

This heated base layer has a
lower neckline, which insures
that it will be invisibility when
worn underneath a jacket.
The moisture-wicking mesh
fabric prevents sweating. Enjoy
the warmth during your daily
routine for up to 10 hours.

comfortable
breathable fabric

moisturewicking mesh
to draw
moisture away
from the body

battery holder
on the inside

removable
heating element

4 heating levels
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HEATED
JACKETS
10 hours of warmth
embracing your body

4 HOT
SPOTS
shoulders,
neck, kidneys
& lower back

HEATED SOFTSHELL JACKET
REGULAR FIT

fleece lining,
with extra lining
on the back

Sizes S - 2XL // Art. 050.237 - 241

HEATED SOFTSHELL JACKET
SLIM FIT
Red

zippered
chest pocket
with reflective
strip

This heated jacket will protect
you from the cold. High-tech
water-repellent softshell fabrics
with excellent breathability,
combined with the Novaheat®
removable heating element,
make this garment very versatile
and perfect for both sports and
leisure..

Sizes S - L
Art. 050.316 - 318
Blue Sizes S - L
Art. 050.234 - 236
Black Sizes S - L
Art. 050.319 - 321

Stay comfortable and warm - all
day long - in this softshell jacket
with Novaheat® technology.
The slim fit makes this jacket
elegant and fit close to your
body so you can feel the heat
spreading over your back for up
to 10 hours.

armpit vents
water-repellent,
wind resistant
& breathable
battery holder
in pockets

removable
heating element

Velcro®
adjustable
cuff tabs

adjustable drawstring with push
hem cord locks

4 heating levels
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HEATED
SOCKS &
INSOLES
Warm feet keep your
entire body warm

HOT SPOTS
toes & sole of the foot

HEATED SOCKS
LONG REINFORCED

HEATED SOCKS
SHORT REINFORCED

Sizes 35/38 - 39/42 - 43/46 // Art. 050.304 - 306

Sizes 35/38 - 39/42 - 43/46 // Art. 050.310 - 312

Say no to cold feet in winter while training
or working! The 30seven® heated socks
are equipped with a heating element
to warm your feet throughout winter.
30seven® provides a unique system to
hold the battery: a comfortable strap
to wear above the sock. Other brands
integrate the battery into the sock which
can be very uncomfortable as the battery
will be pressed against your leg. The
Coolmax® fibers in the socks keep your
feet dry by drawing moisture and sweat
away from the skin. Reinforcement around
toes and heel helps reduce abrasion.
30seven® is also the only brand that
makes it possible to remove the heating
element. This way you only need one pair
of heating elements for several pairs of
socks!

These short socks are perfect to wear
under your trousers. You can attach
the batteries just above your ankles.
30seven® provides a unique system to
hold the battery: a comfortable strap to
wear above the sock. 30seven® is also
the only brand that makes it possible to
remove the heating element. This way you
only need one pair of heating elements for
several pairs of socks!

3 heating
levels

strap to hold
battery

strong
textile
wiring
Coolmax®
moistureregulating
fibres

removable
heating element

place the strap
to hold the
battery above
your ankle or
under your knee

reinforced
around toes
and heel

thin and
flexible
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HEATED INSOLES
OPTIMAL FIT
Sizes 41/42 - 43 - 44/45 - 46 // Art. 050.228 - 231

30seven® heated insoles provide instantly
warm feet even during the coldest days.
The insoles are adaptable to the width
and length of your shoe or boot by
cutting them to the right size. This will
not damage the heating system when
cut between the indicated lines. These
ergonomic insoles come with a leg band
to keep the batteries comfortably secured.
The hot spots are concentrated around
the toe area, because this is the most
important part for warming your feet. Set
your preferred temperature by choosing
between 3 heating levels and enjoy your
time outside!

neoprene
battery
holder with
integrated
operating
button
3 heating
levels

hardwearing
top layer
ergonomic fit

adjustable to
width and length
of every shoe
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BATTERIES &
CHARGERS
So you never feel cold again

LITHIUM BATTERY GLOVES & INSOLES
76 x 50 x 10 mm - 82,4 g //Art. 040.002
Capacity : 2.000 mAh - V : 7,4
Battery life :
• max power 2-3 hours
• min power up to 7 hours
Recharging time :
• 4-5 hours
• at least 1.000 full charges

DUAL CHARGER
GLOVES, INSOLES,
BASE LAYERS & JACKETS

DUAL CHARGER
SOCKS

Art. 040.009

Charges 2 batteries at once
For European plugs (converters available)

Charges 2 batteries at once
For European plugs (converters available)

Art. 040.017

LITHIUM BATTERY SOCKS
65 x 45 x 13 mm - 88 g // Art. 040.026
Capacity : 2.200 mAh - V : 7,4
Battery life :
• max power 7-8 hours
• min power up to 24 hours
Recharging time :
• 4-5 hours
• at least 1.000 full charges

LITHIUM BATTERY BASE LAYER & JACKETS
70 x 42 x 22 mm - 108,1 g // Art. 040.001
Capacity : 2.600 mAh - V : 7,4
Battery life :
• max power 3-4 hours
• min power up to 10 hours
Recharging time :
• 4-5 hours
• at least 1.000 full charges
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•

Charge the batteries on a regular basis (at least every 3 months) when the
batteries are not regularly used.

•

Use the specified charger only.

DUAL USB CHARGER
GLOVES, INSOLES,
BASE LAYERS & JACKETS

•

Always disconnect the battery if the heated clothing is not used.

•

(Re)charge the battery only shortly before actual use (e.g. overnight), as a
battery still loses capacity even if it is not enabled.

Art. 040.018

•

The battery does not need to be fully charged to function. However,
frequent insufficient charging over a period of weeks does result in
reduction of the performance capacity.

•

Completely discharging the batteries insures extremely efficient utilization. If
this does not occur regularly, the charging capability can be impaired.

•

Do not expose the battery charger to moisture. Store the batteries in a dry
environment at room temperature.

•

A lithium battery cannot be overcharged via the charging control in the
battery pack. It can easily withstand an overnight stay in the socket,
although it only needs 4-5 hours to fully load.

CORRECT USAGE AND STORAGE OF THE BATTERY WILL
PROLONG THE CAPACITY AND BATTERY LIFE.

Charges 2 batteries at once
For charging in the car, with a powerbank or computer,...

Note: each glove, insole or sock needs one battery. Each base layer
or jacket needs 2 batteries. Extra batteries are sold individually.
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30seven.eu

@30sevenclothing

Never feel
cold again!
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